
                            STATE OF FLORIDA
                   DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

DELORES C. BOSTIC,                 )
                                   )
              Petitioner,          )
                                   )
vs.                                )    CASE NO. 90-7095
                                   )
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY HOSPITAL       )
AUTHORITY, d/b/a/ TAMPA            )
GENERAL HOSPITAL,                  )
                                   )
              Respondent.          )
___________________________________)

                       RECOMMENDED ORDER

     On June 13, 1991, a formal administrative hearing was held in this case in
Tampa, Florida, before J. Lawrence Johnston, Hearing Officer, Division of
Administrative Hearings.

                          APPEARANCES

     For Petitioner:  Kaydell Wright-Douglas, Esquire
                      The Wright Building
                      110 North Armenia Avenue
                      Suite A
                      Tampa, Florida 33609

     For Respondent:  E. John Dinkel, III, Esquire
                      MacFarlane Ferguson Allison
                        & Kelly, P.A.
                      Post Office Box 1531
                      Tampa, Florida 33601

                       STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

     The issue in this case is whether the Florida Commission on Human Relations
(FCHR) should grant the Petition for Relief, charging the Respondent with
discrimination based on race (black), age (42), and handicap (back and neck
injury), in violation of Section 760.10, Fla. Stat. (1989).

                      PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

     The record in this case reveals that, on or about January 25, 1990, the
Petitioner, Delores C. Bostic, filed with the FCHR an Amended Charge of
Discrimination against the Respondent, the Hillsborough County Hospital
Authority, d/b/a Tampa General Hospital.  The Charge of Discrimination alleged
discrimination based on race (black), age (42), and handicap (back and neck
injury), in violation of Section 760.10, Fla. Stat. (1989).  It was assigned
FCHR No. 90-1002.



     The Charge of Discrimination was investigated, and on or about September
25, 1990, the FCHR issued a Notice of Determination: No Cause, i.e., a
determination was made that there was no reasonable cause to believe that
unlawful discrimination had occurred.

     The Petitioner then filed with the FCHR a Petition for Relief again
alleging discrimination based on race (black), age (42), and handicap (back and
neck injury), in violation of Section 760.10, Fla. Stat. (1989).  On or about
November 6, 1990, the FCHR forwarded the Petition for Relief to the Division of
Administrative Hearings for formal administrative proceedings under Section
120.57(1), Fla. Stat. (1989).  Final hearing initially was scheduled for April
2, 1991, but the Petitioner's Motion for Continuance was granted, and final
hearing was rescheduled for June 13, 1991.

     At the final hearing, the Petitioner, who was represented by counsel,
testified in her own behalf and called four other witnesses in her behalf, two
of whom were adverse party witnesses.  The Petitioner also had Bostic Exhibits 1
through 10 admitted in evidence.  Before the Petitioner rested, the parties
stipulated to the admission of Bostic Exhibit 11, the transcript of a deposition
to be taken by the parties after the close of the proceedings on June 13, as an
additional, late-filed exhibit.

     The Respondent, also represented by counsel, presented part of its case
through cross-examination of the Petitioner's adverse party witnesses.  The
Respondent also called four other witnesses and had Respondent's Exhibits 1
through 8 admitted in evidence.  The parties also had Joint Exhibit 1 admitted
in evidence.

     At the conclusion of the hearing, the Respondent ordered the preparation of
a transcript of the final hearing.  Proposed recommended orders were required to
be filed within ten days after the later of the filing of the transcript of the
final hearing or the filing of the transcript of the late deposition, Bostic
Exhibit 11.  The transcript of the final hearing and Bostic Exhibit 11 both were
filed on July 1, 1991, making proposed recommended orders due by July 11, 1991.
But the parties filed a Joint Motion for Extension of Time, which was granted,
extending the time for filing proposed recommended orders to July 25, 1991.
Later, the Petitioner requested an unopposed further extension, which was
granted, to July 31, 1991.

     Explicit rulings on the proposed findings of fact contained in the parties'
proposed recommended orders may be found in the attached Appendix to Recommended
Order, Case No. 90-7095.

                       FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  The Petitioner, Delores C. Bostic, is a black female, born January 16,
1946, who is a radiology technician by education, training, and experience.

     2.  The Respondent, the Hillsborough County Hospital Authority, does
business as Tampa General Hospital.  In the past, the Respondent also operated
County Hospital.  Tampa General's patient population generally is older and
sicker than the County Hospital's patient population.  Much of the Tampa General
patient population is not ambulatory, while most of the County Hospital's
patient population was ambulatory.



     3.  The Petitioner went to work for the Respondent as a radiology
technician (rad tech) in 1982.  At the time, the Petitioner already had a
history of neck and back problems.  She was injured on her previous job with the
Veteran's Hospital in Albany, New York.

     4.  Rad tech work can be difficult for someone with chronic back and neck
problems, especially at an acute care hospital like Tampa General.  Almost all
of the work involves positioning a patient for the radiograph.  In some cases,
especially when the patient is not ambulatory, this can mean having to
physically lift the patient from a wheelchair or gurney to an x-ray table.  If
the patient is not cooperative, it also can involve physically struggling with
the patient to get and keep the patient into position for the x-ray.  In
addition, as much as 50% or more of the work is accomplished with portable
equipment that must be rolled to the patient's location.  Pushing and pulling
the portable equipment can aggravate a back condition and cause re-injury.
Finally, the use of much of the equipment requires the rad tech to reach up to
position overhead cameras.  Depending on the type of equipment, this motion can
be difficult for someone with neck and back problems.  For example, the x-ray
machine known as the "C-arm" has relatively heavy overhead equipment that has to
be positioned by the rad tech.

     5.  The Petitioner injured her neck on the job at Tampa General for the
first time in 1983.  A patient who was delivered to the Petitioner in a
wheelchair for radiography began to fall when she tried to stand up, and the
Petitioner injured her neck trying to keep the patient from falling.  The
Petitioner got worker compensation and time off work from February 24 through
March 1, 1983.

     6.  In September, 1986, the Petitioner again injured herself.  This time,
her injury was not job related.  She hurt her upper back and shoulder doing
aerobic exercises.  She missed approximately two days of work.

     7.  In February, 1987, the Petitioner again injured herself.  After
assisting in lifting quadriplegic patients, and performing several myelograms
that required her to push and pull the C-arm apparatus, the Petitioner
experienced pain in her neck and back.  She was off work from February 13
through 15, 1987, and received worker compensation.  When she returned to work,
she re-injured her back (muscle spasms) on or about March 2, 1987.  She was
returned to work but was restricted to lifting not more than 20 pounds for two
weeks.  She was not returned to full duty, without limitations, until April 2,
1987.

     8.  On or about July 6, 1987, the Petitioner developed numbness and pain in
her left shoulder that radiated to her left arm.  She was referred to a
physician, and worker compensation provided physical therapy for three weeks.
The physician also recommended that the Petitioner again be placed on work
restrictions to limit lifting to less than 20 pounds and to avoid the use of
portable equipment.  Later, on or about July 24, 1987, the work restrictions
were extended indefinitely.  On or about October 30, 1987, the Petitioner's
physician cleared her to perform light portable work on occasion.

     9.  When the Petitioner was on weight restrictions, she was accommodated by
being assigned duties where she would not have to lift heavy equipment and was
allowed to take rehabilitation classes during her eight hour shift.  At one
point in time, the Petitioner was assigned for a time to the neonatal intensive
care unit where she would only have to lift babies and not adults.



     10.  On or about January 29, 1988, the Petitioner again hurt her neck and
back after doing more portable work than usual.  She again received worker
compensation and time off.  Her supervisor was asked to consider the possibility
of reassignment to a job whose duties would be less likely to aggravate the
Petitioner's neck and back injury.

     11.  The Petitioner returned to work on January 31, 1988, but the pain
continued, and on February 2, 1988, she was placed on sick leave for two weeks
and again was given worker compensation.  She also was given massage physical
therapy with traction during this time.

     12.  On or about February 17, 1988, the Respondent secured a reassignment
for the Petitioner to work in County Hospital.  It was felt that the work would
be less strenuous because of the nature of the patient population.  In contrast
with Tampa General, there was no portable equipment, and the patients at County
Hospital were younger and mostly ambulatory.  The Petitioner's work therefore
would not involve much, if any, lifting of patients (although it still would be
necessary to position patients and equipment).  She was allowed to take time
off, and was allowed to take therapy during regular working hours, when she
needed it.

     13.  The Petitioner was not as appreciative of the Respondent's attempt to
accommodate her injury as one might think.  She seemed to view her reassignment
as a demotion of sorts.  She accepted the reassignment with the understanding
that she would be transferred back to Tampa General as soon as she was
physically able to handle the work.

     14.  At first, the Petitioner seemed to be able to handle the work at
County Hospital.  Then, on or about May 24, 1988, the Petitioner re-injured her
back while assembling a tomogram unit.  She was given a "work hardening
program," a week long physical therapy program offered by the Tampa General
Rehabilitation Center and designed to improve the Petitioner's ability to meet
the physical demands of the rad tech position.  Despite the work hardening
program, on July 29, 1988, the Petitioner's physician made the recommendation
that the Petitioner have a weight restriction of 25 pounds.  The physician, in a
letter to the employee health nurse at Tampa General who was working with the
Petitioner, also commented: "I think that this may definitely interfere with her
profession as an X-ray technician."

     15.  Later during the Petitioner's tenure at County Hospital, one of her
fellow rad techs retired.  Although the Petitioner's supervisor assumed much of
the resulting extra tech work load, the Petitioner's work load increased to some
extent as well.  On the late afternoon of March 31, 1989, after her supervisor
had left for the day, the Petitioner re-injured her back while trying to finish
the work for her shift.  This time, the Petitioner requested and received a
leave of absence.  She received worker compensation and continued to see
physicians for her neck and back pain.

     16.  In October or November, 1989, one of the physicians the Petitioner was
seeing cleared her to work full time without restrictions.  This information was
imparted to the Respondent, and the Petitioner was notified of a position as a
rad tech at Tampa General that was open.  The Petitioner decided to bid on the
job, and she got it.  She was to report to work on Monday, November 27, 1989.



     17.  When the Petitioner reported for work, she notified her supervisor
that she was on work restriction due to her neck and back injuries.  In fact,
one of the Petitioner's physicians still had her on work restrictions.  This was
news to the supervisor, who had been told about the physician who had cleared
the Petitioner to work full time without restrictions, but not about the other
physician who still had the Petitioner on work restrictions.  The supervisor
decided to take the Petitioner off normal duties, and the two of them took a
class in cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) that they both needed to maintain
proficiency certification.  During the class, the Petitioner told the CPR
instructor that she would not be able to do any exercises that required her to
kneel on the floor and bend over.  After the class, the Petitioner worked while
her supervisor tried to ascertain whether the Petitioner had been returned to
full duty or to light duty.  When the supervisor was unable to get an
authoritative answer, she released the Petitioner to go home.  In response to
the Petitioner's question, the supervisor told the Petitioner to report for duty
the next day.

     18.  The next day, November 28, 1989, the Petitioner telephoned her
supervisor and advised that she could not do the work and would not be returning
to work.  The Petitioner's supervisor told the assistant director of the
radiology department.  The next day, November 29, 1989, the assistant director
of the radiology department telephoned the Petitioner.  The purpose of call was
to ascertain whether the Petitioner was resigning.  The Petitioner confirmed for
the assistant director that the Petitioner would not be reporting for work
because her back and neck injury prevented her from doing the work.  The
Petitioner asked if there were any other jobs available that she would be able
to perform.  The assistant director informed her that there was nothing in the
radiology department since all rad tech jobs required some lifting and
positioning of patients, some overhead reaching, and some portable work.  The
assistant director got the impression that the Petitioner intended to resign.
The assistant director informed the Petitioner that, if she was resigning, the
Petitioner should put the resignation in writing.  The assistant director also
advised the Petitioner that, if she did not intend to abandon her position, the
Petitioner needed to notify the Respondent in writing that she wanted to pursue
other employment opportunities at Tampa General; otherwise, under the
Respondent's personnel procedures, if the Respondent did not hear from the
Petitioner for three days, the Petitioner would be considered to have abandoned
her position.

     19.  The Petitioner did not report for work on November 29, 1989, or on any
later date.  She wrote a letter dated November 29, 1989, asking the Respondent
to accommodate her neck and back condition by offering her a position conforming
to her physical restrictions.  Through the time of the final hearing, the
Petitioner claimed to have mailed the letter to the assistant director of the
radiology department at Tampa General on November 29 or 30, 1989, but in fact
the letter was not mailed until December 4, 1989.  The letter was sent by
certified mail, return receipt requested, but the Petitioner did not produce the
return receipt.

     20.  At some point on or after December 6, 1989, the Petitioner conferred
with representatives of the Respondent in Tampa General's personnel office
concerning her desire for employment in another position.  But, by this time,
not having received the November 29 letter, or any other contact from the
Petitioner, the Respondent had initiated procedures to free the Petitioner's
position so that it could be filled by someone who would report for work and do
the job.  A letter already had been drafted and approved to terminate the
Petitioner for abandonment of her position.



     21.  The termination letter was mailed on or about December 12, 1989.  It
offered the Petitioner a pre-termination hearing, which she requested.  The pre-
termination hearing was held on December 20, 1989.  Tampa General's vice-
president for professional and material services upheld the termination, ruling
that, under Tampa General's personnel policies, the Petitioner had abandoned her
position by failing to report to work for three or more consecutive work days
without contacting her supervisor to explain her absence.

     22.  The evidence is that the personnel policy under which the Petitioner
was terminated for abandoning her position is applied regularly to employees
regardless of race.  There is no evidence that its application has resulted in
discrimination against the Petitioner or any other employee of the Respondent on
the basis of race, age or handicap.

     23.  As reflected in the preceding findings of fact, the Respondent made
significant efforts to accommodate the Petitioner's neck and back injury.

     24.  All rad tech jobs require some lifting and positioning of patients and
some portable work.  Although some jobs within the job description--e.g., in
mammography--are less strenuous, no one employee works full-time and exclusively
in mammography.  All rad techs who work in mammography also spend some time in
other areas.  Likewise, the Petitioner suggested that she should have been
accommodated by being allowed to work only on computerized equipment not
requiring overhead pushing and pulling, but there was no evidence that any
employee is assigned to one particular type of equipment.  Besides, the
Petitioner did not prove that a position in mammography or another, less
strenuous area was available.

     25.  The Petitioner suggested that she could have been accommodated by
being given work doing ultrasounds.  But, while not considered part of
"radiology," the job description for ultrasound work also includes the
requirement for some lifting and positioning of patients.  Also, ultrasound work
requires specialized training and certification which the Petitioner did not
have.  1/

     26.  There was evidence that the Respondent gave one white employee a desk
job when he injured his knee.  But his medical condition was both totally
disabling (he initially was in a body cast and could not walk) and temporary
(after a period of accommodation, he was able to return to work full-time and
without restriction).  Meanwhile, the Petitioner's injury, until towards the
end, was not totally disabling; by the end of her tenure working for the
Respondent, however, it appeared that she never would be able to perform the job
requirements of a rad tech.  These differences, not the Petitioner's race or
age, explained the different treatment accorded to the two employees.

     27.  There also was evidence that the Respondent accommodated another black
employee who had AIDS by allowing him to work to the extent of his ability until
he no longer could work at all.

     28.  The Petitioner testified that, in approximately January, 1988, one of
her supervisors suggested that she was too old for the job.  But this evidence
did not prove discrimination against the Petitioner on the basis of age.  At the
time, the Petitioner was approximately 42.  The supervisor, who denied making
the statement, was older than the Petitioner by approximately eight years.  It
is not likely that he made the statement that the Petitioner recalls.  On the
other hand, it is entirely possible, and reasonable under the circumstances that



prevailed at the time (the Petitioner's apparently chronic neck and back
problems), that the supervisor may have suggested that perhaps the Petitioner no
longer could do the work.

     29.  As for the circumstances surrounding the Petitioner's termination, the
findings of fact reflect that the Petitioner was terminated, instead of further
accommodated, initially because the Respondent believed the Petitioner had
abandoned her job and later because of the personnel policy on abandonment of
position.  There may have other motivations for the termination, but it was not
proved that the Respondent terminated the Petitioner because of race, age or
handicap.  There also was no evidence that, after the Respondent became aware
that the Petitioner wanted to continue to work at Tampa General in some suitable
job, a position was available that would meet both the Petitioner's desires for
a rad tech job and the permanent physical limitations the Petitioner wanted to
place on the job.

     30.  The evidence did not prove that the Petitioner was discriminated
against in any respect on the basis of race or age.

                        CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     31.  Section 760.10(1), Fla. Stat. (1989), makes it illegal to discharge or
otherwise to discriminate against an individual with respect to compensation,
terms, conditions, or privileges of employment because of the individual's race,
age or handicap (among other things).  Section 760.10(10)-(14) sets out an
administrative remedy for violations.

     32.  Section 760.10(10) provides:  "Any person aggrieved by a violation of
this section may file a complaint with the commission within 180 days of the
alleged violation, naming the employer, employment agency, labor organization,
or joint labor-management committee, or, in the case of an alleged violation of
subsection (5), the person, responsible for the violation and describing the
violation."  Section 760.02(1) defines the "commission" as the Florida
Commission on Human Relations.

     33.  In this case, the evidence is that no complaint was filed with the
FCHR within 180 days of the alleged statement in approximately January, 1988, by
the Petitioner's supervisor that she was "too old" for the job or the
Respondent's alleged failure, during the same approximate time period, to
properly accommodate her neck and back injury or to let her do the work given to
the white employee with the knee injury.  To the extent that the Petitioner
seeks to remedy those specific incidents of alleged discrimination, the
administrative remedy set out in Section 760.10(10)-(14) no longer is available
to the Petitioner.  2/

     34.  In a case such as this, the Petitioner initially has the burden to at
least prove a prima facie case of illegal discrimination.  If a prima facie case
is proven, the burden shifts to the Respondent to articulate legitimate
nondiscriminatory reasons for the disparate treatment or adverse action taken
against the Petitioner.  Then the burden returns to the Petitioner to prove that
the articulated reasons are a mere pretext for intentional discrimination.  See
Texas Dept. of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, 253, 101 S.Ct. 1089,
1093, 67 L.Ed.2d 207 (1981).



     35.  As to the claim of discrimination on the basis of a handicap, the
evidence was clear that the Respondent attempted to accommodate the Petitioner's
repeated neck and back injuries through the years.  It is not clear that those
injuries amounted to a "handicap," as the term is used in Section 760.10, Fla.
Stat. (1989).  Cf. Final Order, Hydu v. Arab Pest Control, FCHR Case No. 80-
0592, entered December 1, 1982.  Even if they did, there was no evidence that,
in the days leading up to the Petitioner's return to work in November, 1989, the
Petitioner considered herself handicapped or asked for an accommodation for an
alleged handicap.  There was no evidence that the Respondent had any reason to
believe that the Petitioner considered herself "handicapped" until she reported
to work on November 27, 1989.  Even then, there was no evidence that the
Petitioner asked her supervisor for an accommodation for a handicap or for a
less strenuous job.  It was not until the Petitioner's telephone conversation
with the assistant director of the radiology department on November 29, 1989,
that the Petitioner mentioned a possible desire for a position that would be
less strenuous.  But, when the Petitioner was told that there were no such
positions available in the radiology department, it never was resolved in that
conversation whether the Petitioner wanted to pursue possibilities outside the
radiology department or resign.  By the time the Petitioner made known her
decision to seek an accommodation or a less strenuous job elsewhere at the
hospital, the Respondent already had initiated proceedings to establish that the
position had been abandoned and was ready to be filled by someone else.

     36.  In order to prove a case of discrimination based on a handicap, it
also is necessary to prove treatment different from other similarly situated
employees without a handicap.  See Final Order, Cabany v. Hollywood Memorial
Hospital, DOAH Case No. 89-0237, entered January 11, 1990; Final Order, Felix v.
Florida Real Estate Comm'n, 3 F.A.L.R. 2206A, 2207A (FCHR 1981).  There was no
evidence of any disparate treatment before the proceedings to establish the
Petitioner's abandonment of her position.  And there was no evidence that the
Petitioner was treated any differently than any other employee who was absent
from work for more than three days without contacting her supervisor to explain
her absence.

     37.  Even if the Petitioner had proved a prima facie case that she was
discriminated against on the basis of a handicap, the Respondent proved that the
physical capabilities the Respondent requires of its rad techs--the ability to
lift and position patients and equipment--are bona fide occupational
qualifications (BFOQs).  The Respondent was entitled discriminate based on an
employee's handicap where the handicap prevented the employee from meeting a
BFOQ.  See Section 760.10(8)(a), Fla. Stat. (1989).

     38.  The Petitioner also maintains that she was discriminated against on
the basis of race.  To prove race discrimination, the Petitioner would have to
demonstrate disparate treatment on the basis of race.  See McDonnell Douglas
Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973); Green v. Armstrong Rubber Co., 612 F.2d 967
(5th Cir. 1980), cert. den., 449 U.S. 879 (1980); Jackson v. U.S. Steel Corp.,
624 F.2d 436, 440-441 (3d Cir. 1980).  3/  The Petitioner alleges that the
Respondent treated similarly situated white employees more favorably.  But, in
respect to her termination, again, there was no evidence that the Petitioner was
treated any differently than any other employee who was absent from work for
more than three days without contacting her supervisor to explain her absence.
With respect to the Respondent's efforts to accommodate the Petitioner, the
evidence was that the white male who broke his knee and found himself
temporarily in a body cast was accommodated in part because he was unable to
walk at all and his employer therefore "felt sorry for him."  Besides, in his
case, after a limited period of temporary total disability, he was returned to



his previous duties without difficulty.  He and the Petitioner were not
"similarly situated."  4/  The only other evidence of the Respondent's efforts
to accommodate an impaired employee was the accommodation of a black male who
had AIDS.

     39.  Some of the Petitioner's evidence seemed designed to prove that she
was singled out for disparate treatment for reasons other than unlawful
discrimination based on race, age or handicap.  For example, some of the
Petitioner's evidence seemed designed to suggest that she was terminated in part
because she had 9.8 of the ten years of employment with the Respondent that she
needed for her retirement benefits with the Respondent to vest.  But those
reasons for disparate treatment are not actionable under Section 760.10, Fla.
Stat. (1989).  Cf. Dept. of Corrections v. Chandler, 16 F.L.W. D364, on
rehearing, 16 F.L.W. D1820 (Fla. 1st DCA 1991)(the evidence suggested that the
petitioner may have been passed over for a promotion because of the personal
friendship of one of his competitors for the position with an influential member
of the interview team, not because of racial discrimination).

     40.  It is possible to make a prima facie case of facially neutral
discrimination from evidence that the neutral standards result in a
discriminatory pattern.  Cf. Dothard v. Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 321, 97 S.Ct. 2720,
53 L.Ed. 2d 786 (1977).  In Dothard v. Rawlinson, height and weight requirements
of employment were alleged to have resulted in discrimination.  In this case,
the Petitioner introduced evidence of the application of the Respondent's
abandonment of position personnel policies in an apparent effort to prove that
the facially neutral personnel policies on abandonment of position were used to
discriminate against the Petitioner on the basis of race, age or handicap.  But
the evidence showed no such pattern.

     41.  As reflected in the findings of fact, the Petitioner did not prove
unlawful discrimination on the basis of race, age or handicap.  It is not clear
from the evidence that the Petitioner still maintains that she was discriminated
against on the basis of age.  If she does, the only evidence she presented on
the subject was not persuasive.

     42.  In conclusion, it is not necessary to determine whether the Petitioner
proved a prima facie case of unlawful discrimination.  Even if she did, the
Respondent articulated legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for its actions, and
the Petitioner did not prove that the articulated reasons were a mere pretext
for intentional discrimination.

                          RECOMMENDATION

     Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, it is
recommended that the Florida Commission on Human Relations enter a final order
denying the Petition for Relief filed in this case.



     RECOMMENDED this 26th day of August, 1991, in Tallahassee, Florida.

                              ___________________________
                              J. LAWRENCE JOHNSTON
                              Hearing Officer
                              Division of Administrative Hearings
                              The DeSoto Building
                              1230 Apalachee Parkway
                              Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1550
                              (904)  488-9675

                              Filed with the Clerk of the
                              Division of Administrative
                              Hearings this 26th day of
                              August, 1991.

                            ENDNOTES

1/  Since her termination, the Petitioner has taken the training and become
certified for ultrasound work.

2/  Even if the administrative remedy set out in Section 760.10(10)-(14) still
were available to the Petitioner for those specific alleged incidents of
discrimination, the Petitioner did not prove unlawful discrimination based on
race or age in those regards, as reflected in the findings of fact.

3/  Because Florida's Human Rights Act of 1964 is patterned after Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 2000e-2, Florida courts have looked to
interpretive federal case law for guidance in determining whether an unlawful
employment practice has occurred.  School Bd. of Leon County v. Hargis, 400 So.
2d 103, 108 & n.2 (Fla. 1st DCA 1981).

4/  Much, if not all, of this claim also would be barred since it is not timely.
See Conclusion of Law 3, above.

         APPENDIX TO RECOMMENDED ORDER, CASE NO. 90-7095

To comply with the requirements of Section 120.59(2), Fla. Stat. (1989), the
following rulings are made on the parties' proposed findings of fact:

Petitioner's Proposed Findings of Fact.

1.-3.  Accepted and incorporated.
4.  Rejected as not proven.  Her first injury was earlier.  Also, although she
had numerous subsequent injuries, and was placed on light duty, she also resumed
full job responsibilities from time to time.
5.  Rejected as not proven that she was not told.  Otherwise, accepted and
incorporated.
6.  Accepted and incorporated to the extent not subordinate or unnecessary.
(However, the Petitioner has omitted other pertinent facts that are reflected in
the Findings of Fact.)
7.-8.  Accepted and incorporated.



9.  First and third sentences, rejected as not proven.  It was not proven that
the Petitioner showed the doctors' notes to her supervisor.  (As reflected in
the Findings of Fact, the persuasive evidence was that the supervisor was aware
the Dr. Batas note but not the Dr. Markley note.)  When the Petitioner told her
supervisor that she was unable to perform full duties, and had a doctor's
opinion to that effect, the supervisor took her off normal duties, and the two
of them took a CPR course.  After the class, the Petitioner worked while her
supervisor tried to ascertain whether the Petitioner had been returned to full
duty or light duty.  When the supervisor was unable to get an authoritative
answer, she released the Petitioner to go home.  In response to the Petitioner's
question, the supervisor told the Petitioner to report for duty the next day.
Second sentence, accepted and incorporated.
10.  Rejected as not proven.  The Petitioner's testimony to that effect did not
overcome the supervisor's testimony that the Petitioner telephoned on November
28th and advised that she could not do the work and would not be returning to
work.  The persuasive evidence was that Kummer telephoned the Petitioner, after
having been advised of the situation by the Petitioner's supervisor.  Not proven
that the Petitioner asked Kummer to tell the Petitioner's supervisor that she
would not be in that day.  Rather, the purpose of call was to ascertain whether
the Petitioner was resigning, and the substance of the conversation was that the
Petitioner could not do the work, that there was no job in the radiology
department whose description did not include some heavy lifting and some
portable work, that the Petitioner therefore would not be returning to work,
that the Petitioner should put her resignation in writing, and that the
Petitioner needed to notify the Respondent in writing if she did not intend to
abandon her position.
11.  Rejected as not proven.  The letter, Bostic Exhibit 8, speaks for itself.
It was dated November 29 but was not mailed until December 4 and was not
received until December 6, 1989, or later.
12.  Accepted and incorporated.
13.  Rejected as not proven.  There was no rad tech job at the hospital whose
job description did not include some heavy lifting, some overhead reaching and
some portable work.  No one person was occupied eight hours a day doing
exclusively work that did not involve these duties.
14.  Accepted and incorporated.
15.  Irrelevant to the issues in this case whether the Petitioner in fact and in
law abandoned her position under the Respondent's personnel policies.  What is
relevant is the fact, as found, that the Respondent terminated the Petitioner
under the policy and not for illegal discriminatory reasons.

Respondent's Proposed Findings of Fact.

The Respondent filed a Brief in Support of Proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law.  It contains a section called Statement of Facts.  No other
proposed findings of fact were filed.  For purposes of these rulings,
consecutive numbers have been assigned to the unnumbered paragraphs of the
section called Statement of Facts, which is treated as the Respondent's proposed
findings of fact.

1.-9.  Accepted and incorporated to the extent not subordinate or unnecessary.
10.  Rejected as contrary to facts found and to the greater weight of the
evidence that the date of the injury was May 31.  Otherwise, accepted and
incorporated to the extent not subordinate or unnecessary.
11.-14.  Accepted and incorporated to the extent not subordinate or unnecessary.
15.  Accepted and incorporated to the extent not subordinate or unnecessary.
However, some parts found to be part of the conversation are omitted from the
Respondent's version.



16.  Accepted and incorporated.  The letter, Bostic Exhibit 8, speaks for
itself.
17.  Accepted and incorporated.
18.  Rejected in part as contrary to facts found and to the greater weight of
the evidence.  The Petitioner did have further contact with the Respondent
subsequent to November 29, 1989, but not before an undetermined point in time
between December 6 and 15, 1989.  Steps were initiated to process the
Petitioner's abandonment of her position on December 4, but the termination
letter did not go out until December 12, 1989.
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             NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

ALL PARTIES HAVE THE RIGHT TO SUBMIT TO THE FLORIDA COMMISSION ON HUMAN
RELATIONS WRITTEN EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RECOMMENDED ORDER.  ALL AGENCIES ALLOW EACH
PARTY AT LEAST TEN DAYS IN WHICH TO SUBMIT WRITTEN EXCEPTIONS.  SOME AGENCIES
ALLOW A LARGER PERIOD WITHIN WHICH TO SUBMIT WRITTEN EXCEPTIONS.  YOU SHOULD
CONSULT WITH THE FLORIDA COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS CONCERNING ITS RULES ON
THE DEADLINE FOR FILING EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RECOMMENDED ORDER.


